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Doc 1
Frankenstein has succeeded in giving life to a human being,
but he looks revolting and feels different and miserable.
This monster hates is creator, and has vowed to be revenged
on Frankenstein. This passage takes place on Frankenstein’s
wedding day.
It was eight o'clock when we landed; we walked for a short time on the shore enjoying the transitory light,
and then retired to the inn and contemplated the lovely scene of waters, woods, and mountains, obscured
in darkness, yet still displaying their black outlines.
The wind, which had fallen in the south, now rose with great violence in the west. The moon had reached
her summit in the heavens and was beginning to descend; the clouds swept across it swifter than the flight
of the vulture and dimmed her rays, while the lake reflected the scene of the busy heavens, rendered still
busier by the restless waves that were beginning to rise. Suddenly a heavy storm of rain descended.
I had been calm during the day; but so soon as night obscured the shapes of objects, a thousand fears
arose in my mind. I was anxious and watchful, while my right hand grasped a pistol which was hidden in my
bosom; every sound terrified me; but I resolved that I would sell my life dearly, and not shrink from the
conflict until my own life, or that of my adversary, was extinguished.
Elizabeth observed my agitation for some time in timid and fearful silence; but there was something in my
glance which communicated terror to her, and trembling she asked, "What is it that agitates you, my dear
Victor? What is it you fear?"
"Oh! peace, peace, my love," replied I; "this night and all will be safe: but this night is dreadful, very
dreadful."
I passed an hour in this state of mind, when suddenly I reflected how fearful the combat which I
momentarily expected would be to my wife, and I earnestly entreated her to retire, resolving not to join
her until I had obtained some knowledge as to the situation of my enemy.
She left me, and I continued some time walking up and down the passages of the house, and inspecting
every corner that might afford a retreat to my adversary. But I discovered no trace of him, and was
beginning to conjecture that some fortunate chance had intervened to prevent the execution of his
menaces, when suddenly I heard a shrill and dreadful scream. It came from the room into which Elizabeth
had retired. As I heard it, the whole truth rushed into my mind, my arms dropped, the motion of every
muscle and fibre was suspended; I could feel the blood trickling in my veins and tingling in the extremities
of my limbs. This state lasted but for an instant; the scream was repeated, and I rushed into the room.
Great God! why did I not then expire! Why am I here to relate the destruction of the best hope and the
purest creature of earth? She was there, lifeless and inanimate, thrown across the bed, her head hanging
down, and her pale and distorted features half covered by her hair. Everywhere I turn I see the same
figure--her bloodless arms and relaxed form flung by the murderer on its bridal bier. Could I behold this
and live? Alas! life is obstinate and clings closest where it is most hated. For a moment only did I lose
recollection; I fell senseless on the ground.
When I recovered, I found myself surrounded by the people of the inn; their countenances expressed a
breathless terror: but the horror of others appeared only as a mockery, a shadow of the feelings that
oppressed me. I escaped from them to the room where lay the body of Elizabeth, my love, my wife, so
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lately living, so dear, so worthy. She had been moved from the posture in which I had first beheld her; and
now, as she lay, her head upon her arm, and a handkerchief thrown across her face and neck, I might have
supposed her asleep. I rushed towards her, and embraced her with ardour; but the deadly languor and
coldness of the limbs told me that what I now held in my arms had ceased to be the Elizabeth whom I had
loved and cherished. The murderous mark of the fiend's grasp was on her neck, and the breath had ceased
to issue from her lips.
While I still hung over her in the agony of despair, I happened to look up. The windows of the room had
before been darkened, and I felt a kind of panic on seeing the pale yellow light of the moon illuminate the
chamber. The shutters had been thrown back; and, with a sensation of horror not to be described, I saw at
the open window a figure the most hideous and abhorred. A grin was on the face of the monster; he
seemed to jeer as with his fiendish finger he pointed towards the corpse of my wife. I rushed towards the
window and, drawing a pistol from my bosom, fired; but he eluded me, leaped from his station, and,
running with the swiftness of lightning, plunged into the lake.

Mary Shelly, Frankenstein (chapter 23), 1818
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Doc 2
Catherine Morland has met Henry Tilney in Bath and
been invited to stay at his family home, Northanger Abbey.
Catherine has read many Gothic novels and is sure that
Northanger Abbey contains secrets and mysteries.
During her first night at the Abbey, she believes
she has discovered an old manuscript in her room.

The dimness1 of the light her candle emitted made her turn to it with alarm; but there was no danger of its
sudden extinction; it had yet some hours to burn; and that she might not have any greater difficulty in
distinguishing the writing than what its ancient date might occasion, she hastily snuffed 2 it. Alas! It was
snuffed and extinguished in one. A lamp could not have expired with more awful effect. Catherine, for a
few moments, was motionless with horror. It was done completely; not a remnant of light in the wick 3
could give hope to the rekindling4 breath. Darkness impenetrable and immovable filled the room. A violent
gust of wind, rising with sudden fury, added fresh horror to the moment. Catherine trembled from head to
foot. In the pause which succeeded, a sound like receding 5 footsteps and the closing of a distant door
struck on her affrighted ear. Human nature could support no more. A cold sweat stood on her forehead,
the manuscript fell from her hand, and groping6 her way to the bed, she jumped hastily in, and sought
some suspension of agony by creeping far underneath the clothes. To close her eyes in sleep that night,
she felt must be entirely out of the question. With a curiosity so justly awakened, and feelings in every way
so agitated, repose must be absolutely impossible. The storm too abroad 7so dreadful! She had not been
used to feel alarm from wind, but now every blast 8 seemed fraught with9 awful intelligence. The
manuscript so wonderfully found, so wonderfully accomplishing the morning's prediction, how was it to be
accounted for? What could it contain? To whom could it relate? By what means could it have been so long
concealed? And how singularly strange that it should fall to her lot 10 to discover it! Till she had made
herself mistress of its contents, however, she could have neither repose nor comfort; and with the sun's
first rays she was determined to peruse11 it. But many were the tedious hours which must yet intervene.
She shuddered, tossed about in her bed, and envied every quiet sleeper. The storm still raged, and various
were the noises, more terrific even than the wind, which struck at intervals on her startled ear. The very
curtains of her bed seemed at one moment in motion, and at another the lock of her door was agitated, as
if by the attempt of somebody to enter. Hollow murmurs seemed to creep along the gallery, and more
than once her blood was chilled by the sound of distant moans.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey (Chapter 21), 1818

1. faiblesse (de la lumière)
4. rallumer, raviver
8. une rafale (de vent)

2. moucher une bougie
5. s’éloigner
9. plein de

3. la mèche (de la bougie)
6. avancer à tâtons
10. le sort veut que qulequ’un ……
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I hardly know whether I had slept or not after this musing;
at any rate, I started wide awake on hearing a vague murmur, peculiar and lugubrious, which sounded, I
thought, just above me. I wished I had kept my candle burning: the night was drearily dark; my spirits were
depressed. I rose and sat up in bed, listening. The sound was hushed.
Doc 3

I tried again to sleep; but my heart beat anxiously: my inward tranquillity was broken. The clock, far down
in the hall, struck two. Just then it seemed my chamber-door was touched; as if fingers had swept the
panels in groping a way along the dark gallery outside. I said, "Who is there?" Nothing answered. I was
chilled with fear.
All at once I remembered that it might be Pilot, who, when the kitchen-door chanced to be left open, not
unfrequently found his way up to the threshold of Mr. Rochester's chamber: I had seen him lying there
myself in the mornings. The idea calmed me somewhat: I lay down. Silence composes the nerves; and as an
unbroken hush now reigned again through the whole house, I began to feel the return of slumber. But it
was not fated that I should sleep that night. A dream had scarcely approached my ear, when it fled
affrighted, scared by a marrow-freezing incident enough.
This was a demoniac laugh--low, suppressed, and deep--uttered, as it seemed, at the very keyhole of my
chamber door. The head of my bed was near the door, and I thought at first the goblin-laugher stood at my
bedside--or rather, crouched by my pillow: but I rose, looked round, and could see nothing; while, as I still
gazed, the unnatural sound was reiterated: and I knew it came from behind the panels. My first impulse
was to rise and fasten the bolt; my next, again to cry out, "Who is there?"
Something gurgled and moaned. Ere long, steps retreated up the gallery towards the third-storey staircase:
a door had lately been made to shut in that staircase; I heard it open and close, and all was still.

Jane Eyre, Charlotte Brontë, 1847
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'Catherine Linton,' it replied, shiveringly (why did
I think of Linton? I had read Earnshaw twenty
times for Linton). 'I'm come home, I'd lost my way
on the moor!'
As it spoke, I discerned, obscurely, a child's face
looking through the window - Terror made me
cruel; and, finding it useless to attempt shaking
the creature off, I pulled its wrist on to the
broken pane, and rubbed it to and fro till the
blood ran down and soaked the bedclothes: still it
wailed, 'Let me in!' and maintained its tenacious
gripe, almost maddening me with fear.
'How can I?' I said at length. 'Let me go, if you
want me to let you in!'
Doc 4
I listened doubtingly an instant; detected the
disturber, then turned and dozed, and dreamt
again; if possible, still more disagreeably than
before.
This time, I remembered I was lying in the oak
closet, and I heard distinctly the gusty wind, and
the driving of the snow; I heard, also, the firbough repeat its teasing sound, and ascribed it to
the right cause: but, it annoyed me so much, that
I resolved to silence it, if possible; and, I thought,
I rose and endeavoured to unhasp the casement.
The hook was soldered into the staple, a
circumstance observed by me, when awake, but
forgotten.

The fingers relaxed, I snatched mine through the
hole, hurriedly piled the books up in a pyramid
against it, and stopped my ears to exclude the
lamentable prayer.
I seemed to keep them closed above a quarter of
an hour, yet, the instant I listened again, there
was the doleful cry moaning on!
'Begone!' I shouted, 'I'll never let you in, not if
you beg for twenty years!'
'It's twenty years,' mourned the voice, 'twenty
years I've been a waif for twenty years!'

Wuthering Heights, Emily Brontë, 1847

'I must stop it, nevertheless!' I muttered,
knocking my knuckles through the glass, and
stretching an arm out to seize the importunate
branch: instead of which, my fingers closed on
the fingers of a little, ice-cold hand!
The intense horror of nightmare came over me; I
tried to draw back my arm, but, the hand clung to
it, and a most melancholy voice sobbed,
'Let me in - let me in!'
'Who are you?' I asked, struggling, meanwhile, to
disengage myself.
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The Tell-Tale Heart

Edgar Allan Poe

[PART 1]
TRUE! nervous, very, very dreadfully nervous I had been and am; but why WILL you say that I am mad? The
disease had sharpened my senses, not destroyed, not dulled them. Above all was the sense of hearing
acute. I heard all things in the heaven and in the earth. I heard many things in hell. How then am I mad?
Hearken! and observe how healthily, how calmly, I can tell you the whole story.
It is impossible to say how first the idea entered my brain, but, once conceived, it haunted me day and
night. Object there was none. Passion there was none. I loved the old man. He had never wronged me. He
had never given me insult. For his gold I had no desire. I think it was his eye! Yes, it was this! One of his
eyes resembled that of a vulture -- a pale blue eye with a film over it. Whenever it fell upon me my blood
ran cold, and so by degrees, very gradually, I made up my mind to take the life of the old man, and thus rid
myself of the eye for ever.
Now this is the point. You fancy me mad. Madmen know nothing. But you should have seen me. You
should have seen how wisely I proceeded -- with what caution -- with what foresight, with what
dissimulation, I went to work! I was never kinder to the old man than during the whole week before I killed
him. And every night about midnight I turned the latch of his door and opened it oh, so gently! And then,
when I had made an opening sufficient for my head, I put in a dark lantern all closed, closed so that no light
shone out, and then I thrust in my head. Oh, you would have laughed to see how cunningly I thrust it in! I
moved it slowly, very, very slowly, so that I might not disturb the old man's sleep. It took me an hour to
place my whole head within the opening so far that I could see him as he lay upon his bed. Ha! would a
madman have been so wise as this? And then when my head was well in the room I undid the lantern
cautiously -- oh, so cautiously -- cautiously (for the hinges creaked), I undid it just so much that a single thin
ray fell upon the vulture eye. And this I did for seven long nights, every night just at midnight, but I found
the eye always closed, and so it was impossible to do the work, for it was not the old man who vexed me
but his Evil Eye. And every morning, when the day broke, I went boldly into the chamber and spoke
courageously to him, calling him by name in a hearty tone, and inquiring how he had passed the night. So
you see he would have been a very profound old man, indeed , to suspect that every night, just at twelve, I
looked in upon him while he slept.
Upon the eighth night I was more than usually cautious in opening the door. A watch's minute hand moves
more quickly than did mine. Never before that night had I felt the extent of my own powers, of my
sagacity. I could scarcely contain my feelings of triumph. To think that there I was opening the door little by
little, and he not even to dream of my secret deeds or thoughts. I fairly chuckled at the idea, and perhaps
he heard me, for he moved on the bed suddenly as if startled. Now you may think that I drew back -- but
no. His room was as black as pitch with the thick darkness (for the shutters were close fastened through
fear of robbers), and so I knew that he could not see the opening of the door, and I kept pushing it on
steadily, steadily.
I had my head in, and was about to open the lantern, when my thumb slipped upon the tin fastening , and
the old man sprang up in the bed, crying out, "Who's there?"
I kept quite still and said nothing. For a whole hour I did not move a muscle, and in the meantime I did not
hear him lie down. He was still sitting up in the bed, listening; just as I have done night after night
hearkening to the death watches in the wall.
Presently, I heard a slight groan, and I knew it was the groan of mortal terror. It was not a groan of pain or
of grief -- oh, no! It was the low stifled sound that arises from the bottom of the soul when overcharged
with awe. I knew the sound well. Many a night, just at midnight, when all the world slept, it has welled up
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from my own bosom, deepening, with its dreadful echo, the terrors that distracted me. I say I knew it well.
I knew what the old man felt, and pitied him although I chuckled at heart. I knew that he had been lying
awake ever since the first slight noise when he had turned in the bed. His fears had been ever since
growing upon him. He had been trying to fancy them causeless, but could not. He had been saying to
himself, "It is nothing but the wind in the chimney, it is only a mouse crossing the floor," or, "It is merely a
cricket which has made a single chirp." Yes he has been trying to comfort himself with these suppositions ;
but he had found all in vain. ALL IN VAIN, because Death in approaching him had stalked with his black
shadow before him and enveloped the victim. And it was the mournful influence of the unperceived
shadow that caused him to feel, although he neither saw nor heard, to feel the presence of my head within
the room.
When I had waited a long time very patiently without hearing him lie down, I resolved to open a little -- a
very, very little crevice in the lantern. So I opened it -- you cannot imagine how stealthily, stealthily -- until
at length a single dim ray like the thread of the spider shot out from the crevice and fell upon the vulture
eye.
It was open, wide, wide open, and I grew furious as I gazed upon it. I saw it with perfect distinctness -- all a
dull blue with a hideous veil over it that chilled the very marrow in my bones, but I could see nothing else
of the old man's face or person, for I had directed the ray as if by instinct precisely upon the damned spot.
And now have I not told you that what you mistake for madness is but over-acuteness of the senses? now,
I say, there came to my ears a low, dull, quick sound, such as a watch makes when enveloped in cotton. I
knew that sound well too. It was the beating of the old man's heart. It increased my fury as the beating of a
drum stimulates the soldier into courage.
But even yet I refrained and kept still. I scarcely breathed. I held the lantern motionless. I tried how steadily
I could maintain the ray upon the eye. Meantime the hellish tattoo of the heart increased. It grew quicker
and quicker, and louder and louder, every instant. The old man's terror must have been extreme! It grew
louder, I say, louder every moment! -- do you mark me well? I have told you that I am nervous: so I am.
And now at the dead hour of the night, amid the dreadful silence of that old house, so strange a noise as
this excited me to uncontrollable terror. Yet, for some minutes longer I refrained and stood still. But the
beating grew louder, louder! I thought the heart must burst. And now a new anxiety seized me -- the sound
would be heard by a neighbour! The old man's hour had come! With a loud yell, I threw open the lantern
and leaped into the room. He shrieked once -- once only. In an instant I dragged him to the floor, and
pulled the heavy bed over him. I then smiled gaily, to find the deed so far done. But for many minutes the
heart beat on with a muffled sound. This, however, did not vex me; it would not be heard through the wall.
At length it ceased. The old man was dead. I removed the bed and examined the corpse. Yes, he was stone,
stone dead. I placed my hand upon the heart and held it there many minutes. There was no pulsation. He
was stone dead. His eye would trouble me no more.
If still you think me mad, you will think so no longer when I describe the wise precautions I took for the
concealment of the body. The night waned, and I worked hastily, but in silence.
I took up three planks from the flooring of the chamber, and deposited all between the scantlings. I then
replaced the boards so cleverly so cunningly, that no human eye -- not even his -- could have detected
anything wrong. There was nothing to wash out -- no stain of any kind -- no blood-spot whatever. I had
been too wary for that.
When I had made an end of these labours, it was four o'clock -- still dark as midnight.
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[PART 2]

As the bell sounded the hour, there came a knocking at the street door. I went down to open it with a light
heart, -- for what had I now to fear? There entered three men, who introduced themselves, with perfect
suavity, as officers of the police. A shriek had been heard by a neighbour during the night; suspicion of foul
play had been aroused; information had been lodged at the police office, and they (the officers) had been
deputed to search the premises.
I smiled, -- for what had I to fear? I bade the gentlemen welcome. The shriek, I said, was my own in a
dream. The old man, I mentioned, was absent in the country. I took my visitors all over the house. I bade
them search -- search well. I led them, at length, to his chamber. I showed them his treasures, secure,
undisturbed. In the enthusiasm of my confidence, I brought chairs into the room, and desired them here to
rest from their fatigues, while I myself, in the wild audacity of my perfect triumph, placed my own seat
upon the very spot beneath which reposed the corpse of the victim.
The officers were satisfied. My MANNER had convinced them. I was singularly at ease. They sat and while I
answered cheerily, they chatted of familiar things. But, ere long, I felt myself getting pale and wished them
gone. My head ached, and I fancied a ringing in my ears; but still they sat, and still chatted. The ringing
became more distinct : I talked more freely to get rid of the feeling: but it continued and gained
definitiveness -- until, at length, I found that the noise was NOT within my ears.
No doubt I now grew VERY pale; but I talked more fluently, and with a heightened voice. Yet the sound
increased -- and what could I do? It was A LOW, DULL, QUICK SOUND -- MUCH SUCH A SOUND AS A
WATCH MAKES WHEN ENVELOPED IN COTTON. I gasped for breath, and yet the officers heard it not. I
talked more quickly, more vehemently but the noise steadily increased. I arose and argued about trifles, in
a high key and with violent gesticulations; but the noise steadily increased. Why WOULD they not be gone?
I paced the floor to and fro with heavy strides, as if excited to fury by the observations of the men, but the
noise steadily increased. O God! what COULD I do? I foamed -- I raved -- I swore! I swung the chair upon
which I had been sitting, and grated it upon the boards, but the noise arose over all and continually
increased. It grew louder -- louder -- louder! And still the men chatted pleasantly , and smiled. Was it
possible they heard not? Almighty God! -- no, no? They heard! -- they suspected! -- they KNEW! -- they
were making a mockery of my horror! -- this I thought, and this I think. But anything was better than this
agony! Anything was more tolerable than this derision! I could bear those hypocritical smiles no longer! I
felt that I must scream or die! -- and now -- again -- hark! louder! louder! louder! LOUDER! -"Villains!" I shrieked, "dissemble no more! I admit the deed! -- tear up the planks! -- here, here! -- it is the
beating of his hideous heart!"
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